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Chapter 11
Two-Stage Stochastic Market Clearing
of Energy and Reserve in the Presence
of Coupled Fuel Cell-Based Hydrogen
Storage System with Renewable
Resources

Masoud Agabalaye-Rahvar, Amin Mansour-Saatloo,
Mohammad Amin Mirazaei, Behnam Mohammadi-Ivatloo ,
Kazem Zare , and Amjad Anvari-Moghaddam

11.1 Introduction

Environmental issues compelled managers to generate the required electricity with
a minimal level of emission production. Related to the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA) reports, renewable’s contribution would set nearly 86%
of the whole power production by 2050 [1]. Among the renewable energy sources
(RESs), wind energy sources (WESs) are the prominent technology that supplies
more than one-third of the whole electricity demand by 2050 to decarbonize energy
systems in the subsequent three decades. However, deploying WESs at a high
penetration level leads to some challenges in power system scheduling. Variability
and uncertainty nature are the crucial challenges of WESs to system operators,
which require considerable flexibility [2, 3]. As Fig. 11.1 highlighted the importance
of integrating WES by coupling hydrogen storage system (HSS) technology as much
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Fig. 11.1 The graphical representation for the whole integration of the hydrogen storage system
into the electric power system

as possible into the electric power systems, achieving optimal scheduling in various
energy markets is being indispensable.

The target of operational flexibility is supporting the mentioned challenges in a
secure way with the least expenditures by deploying sufficient flexible resources.
Generic solutions could be categorized into two main groups as novel market mech-
anism design and incorporation of flexible facilities. The first group emphasizes
designing modern market mechanisms to provide flexibility procurement in system
operation and management [4–6]. The second one is related to the integration
of flexible facilities like environmental-friendly energy storages (EFESs), demand
response programs (DRPs), and plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) into the generation
structure [7–10]. It is worth noting that the interest in applying these flexible
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technologies worldwide is more considerable in recent decades. In [9], authors have
proposed optimal energy management for a renewable-based microgrid (RMG) by
considering PEVs as a flexible load to take part in DRPs to achieve maximum benefit
in both energy and reserve markets. So, in [10], the integration of HSS technology
as a clean energy source (CES) with WES by the interaction of DRP in the day-
ahead energy market has been investigated. The novel HSS technology has become
widely utilized due to its capability to support several critical energy challenges and
also provides tremendous participation to RESs.

In recent decades, various researchers have studied the structure and implemen-
tation of HSS technology in power system optimization problems. In the power
system integrated with HSS and WES introduced by [11], a risk-averse strategy
accompanied by proposed downside risk constraint is analyzed. A modern power
to hydrogen technology has been proposed in [12] for the optimal operation
of multi-energy microgrids (MGs) in multi-energy markets. A robust scheduling
methodology has been presented in [13] for a micro-energy hub (mEH), which is
integrated with HSS and integrated demand response program (IDR) technologies.
A bi-objective scheduling framework specified applying HSS in both economic and
environmental aspects [14]. Also, in real operating projects, the interest of deploying
HSS in a coordinated path has grown rapidly, similar to the research viewpoint.
For instance, German transmission and gas net operators have represented an
investment-ready scheme for a 100 MW electrolyzer and hydrogen pipeline,
which could get online by 2023 [15]. In South Australia, a 30 MW electrolyzer
incorporated with ammonia storage is organized in 2018 [16].

A lot of researches have centralized on the day-ahead security-constrained
scheduling of electricity networks. All reviewed papers are separated into two
principal groups. The first group is denoted the schedule of a day-ahead energy
market problem. A bi-level programming approach is proposed in [17] to minimize
consumer payment in the pool-based electricity market. In this approach, the
generation’s scheduling with a decreasing of the total consumer payment is stated
in the upper level; however, the lower level included the determination of local
marginal prices (LMPs) with a multi-period optimal power flow (MOPF). The
hourly scheduling of centralized and decentralized energy storage systems (ESSs)
for day-ahead electricity markets has been analyzed through [18]. Ref [19] has
indicated the robust optimal strategy of the introduced energy system integrated
with power-to-gas (P2G), gas-fired units, and WESs in energy markets. In [20],
the authors have presented the optimal hourly network-constrained and dispatch
of producing units in the day-ahead optimization problem by considering the
charging/discharging schedule of EV batteries and user driving essentials. Two-
stage network-constrained unit-commitment programming for the day-ahead energy
market scheduling with DRPs is presented in [21]. In this paper, the first stage
determines a network-constrained unit-commitment problem with DRP, whereas
the second stage is relevant to the specification of the demand shifting/curtailment
during the time horizon based on netload changes. Ref [20] has outlined an effec-
tive solution methodology called Benders’ decomposition to solve the stochastic
security-constrained AC unit-commitment problem. The proposed problem in [20]
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is modeled as a two-stage stochastic programming problem, in which the first
stage denotes the day-ahead energy market and the second stage demonstrates
real-time operation. In [22], an optimal hourly day-ahead scheduling of combined
heat and power (CHP) units and electrical/thermal energy storages (EESs/TESs),
taking into account security constraints, have been addressed. Two-stage stochastic
mixed-integer linear programming (SMILP) is deployed to solve the problem
described in [22]. The coordinated multi-carrier energy system (MCES) with a
robust/information gap decision theory (IGDT) methodology has been developed
in [23] by considering the TESs facility. The second group of papers is relevant
to the scheduling problem in day-ahead energy and reserve markets. Various time-
based rate DRPs (TBRDRPs) are investigated in [24] to identify these effects on the
day-ahead energy and reserve scheduling in the islanded residential MGs equipped
with RESs and EVs. A novel predicted interval (PI) called adjustable intervals (AIs)
is introduced in [25] to handle the wind power uncertainties and proposed an AI
optimization method for energy and reserve market clearing accompanied by WES.
Co-optimization of daily security-constrained energy and reserve markets under
WES has been addressed in [26], which is formulated as a two-stage risk-averse
optimization technique. To consideration of gas network besides the electricity
network, a two-stage stochastic security-constrained model in energy and reserve
markets with the integration of ESS and WES is represented by [27]. Most of the
analyzed papers in the literature are not considered the integration of EFES and
WES in the scheduling problem. Therefore, the importance of integrating HSS and
WES in the energy and reserve market-clearing problem is much more indispensable
and should be taken into account.

As the investigation and analysis of related works in the literature, a research gap
is the coordination operation of integrated HSS and WES in the energy and reserve
market-clearing process as the two-stage stochastic network-constrained energy and
reserve scheduling. Thus, the present chapter concentrated on the proposed problem,
along with consideration of fluctuations dependent on WES and electrical demand.
Also, the effects of coupled HSS and WES on the load shedding and wind power
curtailment are investigated to obtain minimal curtailments of the system. A suitable
scenario decrement methodology is deployed to prevent the presentation of all
produced scenarios and decrease the computational time. Finally, a comprehension
illustrative of the proposed framework is demonstrated in Fig. 11.2. Thus, the
principal contributions of the current chapter could be stated in the following:

1. A set of flexibility suppliers, including HSS technology and reserve services, is
considered to increment the system’s operational flexibility.

2. The integrated fuel cell-based HSS and WES are taken into account in the
presented system to reduce the load shedding and wind power curtailment.

3. A two-stage stochastic network-constrained energy and reserve scheduling
approach is proposed that the energy expenditure, scheduled and deployed
reserves, load shedding, and wind power curtailment are considered.

4. The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) algorithm is applied to satisfy the variability
characteristic of electrical demand and WES to determine the system’s hourly
required reserve.
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Fig. 11.2 The comprehension illustrative of the presented framework

The remainder of this chapter is categorized as the following: Sect. 11.2
presents the mechanism and impacts of HSS technology on system flexibility. The
mathematical problem formulation is introduced in Sect. 11.3. Various case studies
and simulation results are presented in Sect. 11.4. Eventually, in Sect. 11.5 is
performed the conclusion such that Sect. 11.6 denotes the status quo, challenges,
and outlooks.

11.2 Hydrogen Storage System Technology

11.2.1 Mechanism of HSS

Although more previous papers mainly focused on metal hydrides and carbon
materials [28, 29], the other storing hydrogen substances like chemical storage and
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physisorption are introduced in subsequent years [30, 31]. Hydrogen is produced
through a chemical reaction by storing hydrogen materials such as ammonia,
formic acid, carbohydrates, and liquid organic hydrogen carriers (LOHC) in the
chemical-type storages. The other procedure to generate hydrogen is physisorption,
which is a process that hydrogen molecules get adsorbed at the exterior of the
substance. To preserve the molecular individuality of hydrogen could be achieved
from porous materials as zeolites, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), clathrates,
and organotransition element associations.

The best standard energy conversion technologies are electrolysis and fuel cells
(FCs). A clean procedure called electrolysis produces no utilizable greenhouse
gases. Three fundamental types of water electrolyzer have existed as alkaline,
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM), and solid oxide [32]. However, FCs have
a high electricity conversion efficiency from hydrogen energy, to nearly 50% [32].
It can be stated that FCs provide more advantages like covering the power system,
decreasing air emissions, and enhancing the dependability of the system which are
clarified in [33].

11.2.2 Facilitating the Accretion of RESs

Implementation of large-scale hydrogen energy could increment the request for
RESs power generation. IRENA predicted a universal economic capability for 19
EJ of hydrogen from RESs power in the whole energy utilization up to 2050 [15].
Also, approximately 4–16 TW of solar and wind power capacity must be installed
to procreate hydrogen and hydrogen-based products in 2050 [15]. Consequently,
applying hydrogen energy at an appropriate scale of power system could provide
remarkable outcomes for the power section and allocate further opportunities for
RESs development.

11.2.3 Impacts of HSS on Increasing System Flexibility

Hydrogen electrolyzers could construct extra flexibility to a network-constrained
power system. Modernized electrolyzers have the ability to ramp up and down
in a few minutes or even seconds. PEM electrolyzers, in contrast to alkaline, are
capable of responding faster, which is the one reason why they are prominent
in the forthcoming studies. The problems related to power grid congestion and
RESs electricity curtailment are solved by locating strategically electrolyzers. For
instance, considering such strategic electrolyzers could be settled in the North sea
area by developing offshore wind energy [15]. Thus, the countries have a selection
to transfer RESs electricity through a copper wire or embedded in the form of
hydrogen.
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Fig. 11.3 The schematic composition of HSS technology

By these explanations, hydrogen energy could be generated from extra electricity
production of other energy reservoirs, especially WES power production during low
electricity demand or price via utilizing electrolyzers. The stored hydrogen in tanks
could be reconverted to power through fuel cell-based HSS to satisfy peak demand.
Therefore, a schematic structure of HSS technology has been illustrated in Fig. 11.3.

11.3 Problem Formulation

11.3.1 Modeling of Uncertain Nature

To tackle the fluctuations of WES and electrical demand, various methodologies
have been studied and investigated by researchers [34, 35]. Wind power production
has an undetermined characteristic due to variable wind speed data. The most
practical approach to wind speed scenario generation is the Weibull probability
density function (PDF) presented in Eq. (11.1). Finally, the output wind power
production is calculated through Eq. (11.2). Besides, normal PDF is deployed to
model the unpredictability of electrical demand, and this relation is defined as Eq.
(11.3).

By these formulations, a vast quantity of scenarios is generated through the
executing MCS algorithm. Thus, the fast backward forward selection approach is
utilized to decrement the generated scenarios.
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where k̂, sf are the shape and scale factors of the Weibull PDF; vCI ,vCO, and vR are
the cut-in, cut-out, and rated speed required for wind turbine w; P FWT

w,t , P WT,R
w are

the forecasted and rated power of wind power turbine w; PDEL
d,t is the forecasted

electrical demand d at time t; and μEL
d and σEL

d are the mean value and standard
deviation of the electrical demand d.

11.3.2 Objective Function

The proposed energy and reserve scheduling problem includes the objective func-
tion, conventional generating units, and integrated fuel cell-based HSS with WES
in both the first and second stages. The objective function in (11.4) minimizes the
system’s entire operation expenditure in the attendance of uncertainties by modeling
the day-ahead and real-time market clearings. The power generation of conventional
units contains energy costs, start-up costs, and scheduled up and down capacity
reserve costs, which are indicated in the first line (11.4). The energy costs related to
conventional units are considered the piecewise linear fuel costs function, located
in the first term of the first line. The second line of (11.4) shows the costs relevant
to discharging power and up and down capacity reserve via fuel cell-based HSS.
The third line of (11.4) models the real-time market costs, which are denoted by the
restorative conductions embedded in scenarios. Some principal actions that can be
used to overcome the uncertainty of the electrical demand and WES are deployed up
and down reserves by the traditional units and fuel cell-based HSS. The costs related
to the load shedding and wind power curtailment in any scenario are presented in
the third line’s last two terms.
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where t, g, h, k, w, and d are indices of the time periods, conventional units, hydrogen
storage systems, scenarios, wind power turbines, and electrical demands, respec-
tively; C

CUEg
g,t ,CCUSUP

g,t , and C
CUSDN
g,t denote the offer costs of energy, scheduled

upward reserve, and scheduled downward reserve for the conventional unit g at time
t, respectively; SUCCU

g,t is the start-up cost for the conventional unit g at time t; P CU
g,t ,

R
CUSUP
g,t , and R

CUSDN
g,t are the power production, scheduled upward reserve, and

scheduled downward reserve for the conventional units g at time t, respectively;
P dis

h,t , R
HSSUP
h,t , and R

HSSDN
h,t are the discharge power, scheduled upward reserve,

and scheduled downward reserve for the HSS unit h at time t, respectively; C
HSEg
h,t ,

C
HSSUP
h,t , and C

HSSDN
h,t are the offer costs of energy, scheduled upward reserve, and

scheduled downward reserve for the HSS unit h at time t, respectively; r
CUDUP
g,t,k and

r
CUDDN
g,t,k represent the deployed upward and downward reserves for the conventional

unit g at time t in scenario k, while r
HSDUP
h,t,k and r

HSDDN
h,t,k represent for the HSS unit

h at time t in scenario k; C
CUDUP
g,t and C

CUDDN
g,t are the offer costs of deployed

upward and downward reserves for the conventional unit g at time t, while C
HSDUP
h,t

and C
HSDDN
h,t are for the HSS unit h at time t; C

WPCurt
w,t and VollEL

d,t are the costs
of the wind power curtailment in wind turbine w at time t and load shedding of
electrical demand d at time t; and P

WPCurt
w,t,k and LSEL

d,t,k are the amount of wind
power curtailment w at time t in scenario k and load shedding of electrical demand
d at time t in scenario k.
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11.3.3 First Stage

In the first stage of the proposed problem, the electric system constraints include
conventional units, fuel cell-based HSS, WES, and transmission network constraints
that are represented in (11.5, 11.6, 11.7, 11.8, 11.9, 11.10, 11.11, 11.12, 11.13,
11.14, 11.15, 11.16, 11.17, 11.18, 11.19, 11.20, 11.21, 11.22, 11.23, 11.24, 11.25,
11.26, and 11.27). The offered up and down reserve capacity through the con-
ventional units in the day-ahead reserve market is influenced by the generation
units’ maximum reserve capacity, expressed by (11.5 and 11.6). The best feature
of adding up and down reserve to the dispatched power units is to offer maximum
and minimum power capacity into the energy and reserve markets, as stated in (11.7
and 11.8). The conventional units’ up and down ramp rate constraints between two
sequential hours are introduced in (11.9, 11.10, 11.11, and 11.12). In addition, these
units must be turned on or off for specific hours before switching the status to off or
on, respectively, which are presented by (11.13 and 11.14).

0 ≤ R
CUSUP
g,t ≤ RMax UP

g (11.5)

0 ≤ R
CUSDN
g,t ≤ RMax DN

g (11.6)

P CU
g,t + R

CUSUP
g,t ≤ P Max

g Ig,t (11.7)

P CU
g,t − R

CUSDN
g,t ≥ P Min

g Ig,t (11.8)

P CU
g,t − P CU

g,t−1 ≤ (
1 − Xg,t

)
RRU

g + Xg,tP
Min
g (11.9)

P CU
g,t−1 − P CU

g,t ≤ (
1 − Yg,t

)
RRD

g + Yg,tP
Min
g (11.10)

Xg,t − Yg,t ≤ Ig,t − Ig,t−1 (11.11)

Xg,t + Yg,t ≤ 1 (11.12)

(
ZUPT

g,t−1 − T UPT
g

) (
Ig,t−1 − Ig,t

) ≥ 0 (11.13)

(
ZDNT

g,t−1 − T DNT
g

) (
Ig,t − Ig,t−1

) ≥ 0 (11.14)
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where R
Max UP
g , R

Max DN
g are the maximum upward and downward reserve capaci-

ties of the conventional unit g; P Max
g , P Min

g are the maximum and minimum power

capacity of the conventional unit g; RRU
g , RRD

g are the ramp-up and ramp-down rates
of the conventional unit g; Xg, t, Yg, t are the start-up and shutdown binary decision
variables of the conventional unit g at time t, while ZUPT

g,t−1, ZDNT
g,t−1 are the up-time

and down-time of conventional unit g before at time t; T UPT
g , T DNT

g represent the
minimum up-time and down-time of the conventional unit g; and Ig, t is the binary
decision variable for the commitment status of the conventional unit g at time t.

HSS, like other energy storages, has two operating modes. The hourly scheduled
up and down reserves offered by the fuel cell-based HSS in the day-ahead markets
are indicated by (11.15 and 11.16). These reserves depend on the maximum reserve
capability of these units. Constraints (11.17 and 11.18) are limited to the discharge
and charge power of the HSS facility to the corresponding maximum values to
take part in both energy and reserve markets. Constraint (11.19) is applied to avoid
operating both modes of HSS simultaneously. The amount of hydrogen cumulative
in the hydrogen tanks in every hour is calculated through (11.20), and the minimum
and maximum capacity of HSS tanks restricted the hydrogen stored as expressed
in (11.21). Besides, (11.22) determines the definite initial value of stored hydrogen
in containers, and also, the initial and final stored hydrogen must be equal in each
day, which is denoted by Eq. (11.23). Constraint (11.24) is deployed to consider the
WES coupled with HSS technology.

0 ≤ R
HSSUP
h,t ≤ R

Max UP
h (11.15)

0 ≤ R
HSSDN
h,t ≤ R

Max DN
h (11.16)

0 ≤ P dis
h,t + R

HSSUP
h,t ≤ P

Max,dis
h udis

h,t (11.17)

0 ≤ P ch
h,t + R

HSSDN
h,t ≤ P

Max,ch
h uch

h,t (11.18)

udis
h,t + uch

h,t ≤ 1 (11.19)

Eh,t = Eh,t−1 + P ch
h,tη

ch
h − P dis

h,t

ηdis
h

(11.20)

EMin
h ≤ Eh,t ≤ EMax

h (11.21)
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Eh,0 = EIni
h (11.22)

Eh,0 = Eh,NT (11.23)

0 ≤ P WT
w,t ≤ P FWT

w,t (11.24)

where R
Max UP
h ,RMax DN

h are the maximum upward and downward reserve capacities

of the HSS unit h; P
Max,dis
h , P

Max,ch
h are the maximum discharging and charging

power capacities of the HSS unit h; ηdis
h , ηch

h are the efficiencies of the discharging
and charging power of the HSS unit h; udis

h,t , uch
h,t are discharging and charging

binary decision variables of the HSS unit h at time t; EMax
h , EMin

h , and EIni
h are

the maximum, minimum, and initial energy of the HSS unit h, respectively; Eh, 0,
Eh, NT are the existing energy in the beginning and ending time of the HSS unit h;
P WT

w,t is the dispatched power of wind turbine w at time t; and P ch
h,t is the charge

power for the HSS unit h at time t.
In the following equations, the system constraints are taken into account. For

each bus of the system, the power balance is provided with Eq. (11.25), DC power
flow in each line is determined via Eq. (11.26), and also, constraint (11.27) limited
the line power transmission to the line capacity limitations.

NCUb∑
g=1

P CU
g,t +

NWb∑
w=1

P WT
w,t +

NHSb∑
h=1

P dis
h,t −

NHSb∑
h=1

P ch
h,t −

NDb∑
d=1

PDEL
d,t =

NLb∑
l=1

PTl,t

(11.25)

PTl,t = δb,t − δ
b̃,t

Xl

(11.26)

−PTMax
l ≤ PTl,t ≤ PTMax

l (11.27)

where PTl, t, δb, t are the power transmitted of the line l at time t and the voltage angle
of the bus b at time t and PTMax

l ,Xl are the maximum capacity and the reactance of
transmission line l.

11.3.4 Second Stage

In this stage of the proposed problem, the uncertainty and forecasted errors related
to the electrical demand and WES are considered by deploying the decreased
scenarios. Meanwhile, the scheduled up and down hourly reserves in the first stage
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are changing to meet the variations of electrical demand and WES fluctuations.
In constraints (11.28, 11.29, 11.30, and 11.31), the interconnection relationships
among the deployed and scheduled hourly reserves from the first and second stages
are indicated. In each considered scenario, the deployed up and down reserves
cannot transgress the scheduled reserves from the conventional units and also from
fuel cell-based HSS technology. Consequently, Eqs. (11.32, 11.33, and 11.34) are
expressing the power produced by conventional units and HSS facility in a per
scenario, which is obtained through the summation of scheduled power from the
first stage and deployed reserves from the second stage. The up and down ramp
rate limitations of conventional units between sequential hours for each scenario
are defined as (11.35 and 11.36). Constraint (11.37) is described as considering
the hydrogen stored in HSS in each hour and scenario in which the amount of
hydrogen stored is restricted by (11.38). In addition, the initial and final values
should be equal with each other in each scenario and per day, as denoted in (11.39).
When the deployed reserves in each scenario could not maintain the power balance,
the system’s indispensable load shedding must be applied. So, the wind power
curtailment and load shedding in each scenario are limited by (11.40 and 11.41).
Finally, the real-time power balance constraint is shown in (11.42), and each line
power transferred in any scenario is specified as (11.43 and 11.44).

0 ≤ r
CUDUP
g,t,k ≤ R

CUSUP
g,t (11.28)

0 ≤ r
CUDDN
g,t,k ≤ R

CUSDN
g,t (11.29)

0 ≤ r
HSDUP
h,t,k ≤ R

HSSUP
h,t (11.30)

0 ≤ r
HSDDN
h,t,k ≤ R

HSSDN
h,t (11.31)

P CU
g,t,k = P CU

g,t + r
CUDUP
g,t,k − r

CUDDN
g,t,k (11.32)

P dis
h,t,k = P dis

h,t + r
HSDUP
h,t,k (11.33)

P ch
h,t,k = P ch

h,t + r
HSDDN
h,t,k (11.34)

P CU
g,t,k − P CU

g,t−1,k ≤ (
1 − Xg,t

)
RRU

g + Xg,tP
Min
g (11.35)
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P CU
g,t−1,k − P CU

g,t,k ≤ (
1 − Yg,t

)
RRD

g + Yg,tP
Min
g (11.36)

Eh,t,k = Eh,t−1,k + P ch
h,t,kη

ch
h − P dis

h,t,k

ηdis
h

(11.37)

EMin
h ≤ Eh,t,k ≤ EMax

h (11.38)

Eh,0,k = Eh,NT,k = Eh,0 (11.39)

0 ≤ P
WPCurt
w,t,k ≤ P WT

w,t,k (11.40)

0 ≤ LSEL
d,t,k ≤ PDEL

d,t,k (11.41)

NCUb∑
g=1

P CU
g,t,k +

NWb∑
w=1

(
P WT

w,t,k − P
WPCurt
w,t,k

)
+

NHSb∑
h=1

P dis
h,t,k −

NHSb∑
h=1

P ch
h,t,k

−
NDb∑
d=1

(
PDEL

d,t,k − LSEL
d,t,k

)
=

NLb∑
l=1

PTl,t,k

(11.42)

PTl,t,k = δb,t,k − δ
b̃,t,k

Xl

(11.43)

−PTMax
l ≤ PTl,t,k ≤ PTMax

l (11.44)

where P CU
g,t,k is the power production of the conventional unit g at time t in scenario

k; P dis
h,t,k ,P ch

h,t,k are the discharging and charging power of the HSS unit h at time t
in scenario k; Eh, t, k is the stored hydrogen energy of the HSS unit h at time t in
scenario k; P WT

w,t,k is the dispatched wind power turbine w at time t in scenario k;

PDEL
d,t,k is the electrical power demand d at time t in scenario k; and PTl, t, k, δb, t, k

are the power transmitted of the line l at time t in scenario k and the voltage angle
of the bus b at time t in scenario k.
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11.4 Case Studies

11.4.1 Test System and Data

The modified six-bus test system, as illustrated in Fig. 11.4, is composed of three
gas-fueled generation units at buses 1, 2, and 6 and three electrical demands at
buses 3, 4, and 5. Buses are linked to each other via seven transportation lines.
All techno-economic data of the system is taken from [36]. The system is modified
by using the hydrogen storage system and wind turbine with a power capacity of
30MW on bus 5. HSS technical data are reported in Table 11.1. Also, wind power
curtailment and load shedding costs are 50$/MWh and 400$/MWh, respectively.
Expenditures of up and down scheduled reserves for G1, G2, and G3 units are equal
to 8, 10, and 11 $/MW, respectively. The start-up expenditure of these conventional
units is equal to 500$/MW. Besides, the providing energy cost by the HSS unit
is equal to 2$/MWh, and the scheduled reserve capacity costs by this unit are
equivalent to 50% of the energy proposed cost. To deal with system uncertainties,
1000 scenarios were generated for both wind power and electrical demand based on
the MCS approach using Weibull and normal PDFs, respectively. Thus, the number
of scenarios was reduced to 10, utilizing the SCENRED tool in General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS) software. The forecasted electrical demand and wind
power production profiles are indicated in Fig. 11.5. According to the final reduced
scenarios introduced in Table 11.2, the realization of the forecasted parameters can
be accomplished.

G1

L3

G3HSS Wind

L1

L2

Fig. 11.4 The proposed six-bus electrical test system with WES and HSS units

Table 11.1 HSS technical data

Parameter EMin
h

(MW) EMax
h

(MW) EIni
h

(MW) P
Max,dis
h

(MW) P
Max,ch
h

(MW) ηdis
h

(%) ηch
h

(%)

Value 40 180 70 30 30 80 80
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Fig. 11.5 The forecasted electrical load and wind power production profiles

Table 11.2 The probability
and variations of each
selected scenario

Scenario no. Probability Variations

1 0.26 −0.0176
2 0.12 +0.0442
3 0.08 +0.0507
4 0.07 +0.0087
5 0.14 −0.01198
6 0.09 −0.0305
7 0.02 +0.0532
8 0.07 −0.0021
9 0.07 −0.0182
10 0.08 +0.0532

11.4.2 Simulation and Analysis of Results

In this chapter, according to the above described two subsections, an electric
six-bus test system along with a WES and fuel cell-based HSS is taken into
account for investigating the application of the introduced model. The effects of
the proposed coupled fuel cell-based HSS technology with WES on the costs of
energy, reserve, wind power curtailment, and load shedding have been analyzed. To
model the system uncertainties, i.e., the error of forecasting electrical demand and
WES production, the MCS algorithm has been applied to generate the acceptable
scenario sets. The presented problem formulation is modeled as a mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) model to implement in GAMS software, which is
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Fig. 11.6 Hourly power generation in Case 1

solved using CPLEX 12.9.0 solver. CPLEX solver especially utilizes branch and
cut methodology and assigns the optimal solutions [37].

To study and analyze the obtained results of the presented problem, two case
studies are taken into account as the following:

Case 1: Synchronous clearing of energy and reserve markets without consideration
of fuel cell-based HSS technology

Case 2: Synchronous clearing of energy and reserve markets with consideration of
fuel cell-based HSS technology

Case 1 In this case, all transmission line capacity restrictions are applied except the
effects of fuel cell-based HSS on energy and reserve markets. As depicted in Fig.
11.6, the low-cost unit G1 is committed during the whole scheduling time horizon,
whereas the high-cost unit G2 is committed only in peak hours, i.e., hours 15–17.
The medium-cost unit G3 dispatches between hours 11 and 22 to meet the rest of the
electrical demand in these hours. Table 11.3 reports all local marginal prices (LMPs)
each hour to specify LMPs in the proposed modified test system with the mentioned
techno-economic data. The provided LMPs are obtained via the joint energy and
reserve market-clearing methodology. As reported in Table 11.3, the LMPs of all
buses except bus 1 during hours 11, 14, and 18, which these rows highlighted in
black, reached the maximum values, i.e., about 107 $/MWh. In reality, due to the
transmission line restrictions, congestion of lines, and the obtained optimal power
generations of conventional units, nearly all of the load shedding has occurred in
hours 11, 14, and 18. As it can be seen in these three hours, the LMP of bus 4
has achieved the highest quantity of price compared to the rest buses. In the last
column of Table 11.3, the average LMPs (Avg.LMPs) are increased by the growth
of demand except in hours 11, 14, and 18.
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Table 11.3 LMPs of all six buses in Case 1

Time (h) Bus_1 Bus_2 Bus_3 Bus_4 Bus_5 Bus_6 Avg.LMPs

LMP($/MWh)
1 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
2 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
3 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
4 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
5 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
6 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
7 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
8 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
9 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
10 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
11 13.51 95.36 126.3 140.7 134.9 132.1 107.2
12 13.51 15.09 15.61 15.90 15.88 15.80 15.32
13 13.51 26.53 31.46 33.75 32.83 32.83 28.41
14 13.51 95.86 127.0 141.5 135.7 132.8 107.7
15 13.51 23.92 27.86 29.70 28.96 28.60 25.43
16 13.51 32.63 39.86 43.23 41.88 41.22 35.39
17 13.51 32.63 39.86 43.23 41.88 41.22 35.39
18 13.51 95.86 127.0 141.5 135.7 132.8 107.7
19 13.51 44.23 55.86 61.28 59.10 58.04 48.67
20 13.51 15.09 15.69 15.97 15.85 15.80 15.32
21 13.51 15.69 16.52 16.91 16.75 16.68 16.02
22 13.51 25.76 30.40 32.56 31.69 31.27 27.53
23 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
24 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51

Besides the conventional units providing the required energy, these units are
supported up and down reserve capacities. Therefore, Figs. 11.7 and 11.8 indicated
the scheduled up and down reserves provided by three generation units, respectively.
During peak hours, the high-cost generation unit G2 nearly is provided all of up and
down reserve capacity. However, the two other generation units are rendered up and
down reserve capability during off-peak hours, which are clarified in these figures.

As stated before, the almost load shedding has taken place in hours 11, 14,
and 18, which has caused to curtail demands instead of starting and contributing
more expensive generation units in the reserve market. In reality, due to much-low
scenario occurrence probability, an independent system operator (ISO) prefers to
lessen demands to decrease energy and reserve expenditures. So, the expected load
shedding and wind power curtailment are 3.838 MWh and 6.668 MWh, respectively.
The related expenditures of providing energy and scheduled reserve capacity are
67833.987$ and 2679.2$, respectively, in which summation of them could report
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Fig. 11.8 Down scheduled reserve presented by generation units in Case 1

the entire operating cost. Besides, load shedding and wind power curtailment costs
are precisely equivalent to 1533.870$ and 333.380$, respectively.

Case 2 In this case, HSS technology is considered and added to the discussed units
in Case 1. The scheduled charge and discharge power of HSS is demonstrated in
Fig. 11.9. As shown in this figure, during peak periods (i.e., hours 15–17), the
discharging mode has happened due to reducing the costs, while the charging mode
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Fig. 11.9 The scheduled charge/discharge power of HSS

takes place during off-peak times (i.e., hours 1–6 and 23–24). Furthermore, the
presence of HSS in the power dispatch of conventional units has a significant effect
on decreasing power generation of high- and medium-cost units. Thus, according to
Fig. 11.10, the generated power of high-cost unit G2 is reduced to zero, and also the
generated power of medium-cost unit G3 is diminished compared to Case 1 during
peak hours; however, produced power of unit G3 increases a relative little during
off-peak hours. It is noteworthy that the power generation of low-cost unit G1 is
increased a little minor in some peak and off-peak periods compared to Case 1. To
analyze the effects of the participation HSS on the up and down reserve capacities
provided by conventional generation units, Figs. 11.11 and 11.12 are presented. In
the charging mode of HSS, the scheduled down reserve capacity is presented by
this facility. Moreover, in this mode and off-peak times, the scheduled down reserve
capacity by conventional units has been reduced to zero compared to Case 1, which
is depicted in Fig. 11.11. On another side, almost all of the required up reserve
capacity is supplied by the HSS unit, and the scheduled up reserve capacity by
high-cost unit G2 is decreased to nearly zero during peak hours, as demonstrated in
Fig. 11.12.

As well as committing the HSS facility to investigate the noticeable effects on
the scheduling energy and reserve of units and their related costs, LMPs in each
hour have been affected by this added unit. Therefore, all LMPs in the presence
of the HSS unit are listed in Table 11.4. Similar to Case 1, the maximum value of
LMPs has happened in hours 11, 14, and 18 that are highlighted in black, which are
directly dependent on the congestion of transmission lines. And also, between these
three congested hours, the LMP of bus 4 is the highest one compared to the other
buses. In addition, in this case, LMPs of some buses are decreased compared to Case
1, in which Fig. 11.13 shows the Avg.LMPs and the reduction level in comparison
with Avg.LMPs of Case 1. As it is evident in Fig. 11.13, Avg.LMPs of Case 2 during
peak times, i.e., hours 15–17, approximately are reduced by 40% than Case 1.
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Fig. 11.11 Down scheduled reserve capacity from various units in Case 2

Finally, Table 11.5 is reported and compared the optimal obtained results with
Case 1 to investigate the effects of adding HSS unit into the proposed system in
terms of total operating cost, including energy and reserve costs, load shedding cost,
and wind power curtailment cost. In this case, wind power curtailment has been
reduced to 4.357 MWh due to the HSS unit’s obligation in providing charge and
discharge reserves. Also, the load shedding in this case is equivalent to 3.735 MWh.
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Fig. 11.12 Up scheduled reserve capacity from various units in Case 2

11.5 Conclusions

This chapter proposed a two-stage stochastic network-constrained market-clearing
model by considering the integrated fuel cell-based HSS and WES technologies
to supply optimal energy and reserve services. In addition, to cover the system
uncertainties, i.e., forecasting electrical demand and WES power production errors,
the MCS method has been utilized to realize the scheduling problem. In the
represented model, both day-ahead and real-time markets are considered a two-
stage stochastic programming structure and the determination of energy cost, up and
down reserve costs, load shedding, and wind power curtailment. Simulation results
indicated that incorporating the HSS facility in the considered six-bus modified
electric test system has noticeable effects on the decrement of energy and reserve
costs and also in the load shedding and wind power curtailment. So, the percentage
reduced levels of total daily scheduling cost, energy cost, and reserve cost are
about 3%, 1.4%, and 5.9%, respectively, in the presence of the HSS unit. Besides,
electricity prices in peak hours are decreased by 40% by contributing HSS unit.
Another significant effect is that it leads to a 35% and 3% reduction in wind power
curtailment and electrical load shedding, respectively.

11.6 Status Quo, Challenges, and Outlooks

The status quo of the HSS facility integration into the electric power systems
in a coordinated-based approach is about those finite countries such as Canada,
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Table 11.4 LMPs of all six buses in Case 2

Time (h) Bus_1 Bus_2 Bus_3 Bus_4 Bus_5 Bus_6 Avg.LMPs

LMP($/MWh)
1 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
2 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
3 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
4 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
5 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
6 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
7 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
8 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
9 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
10 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
11 13.51 95.34 126.3 140.8 134.2 132.5 107.2
12 13.51 15.02 15.61 15.90 15.88 15.83 15.32
13 13.51 26.53 31.40 33.79 32.85 32.85 28.42
14 13.51 95.83 127.3 141.5 135.2 132.8 107.7
15 13.51 19.21 21.36 22.46 22.00 21.82 20.06
16 13.51 19.97 22.42 23.59 23.19 22.86 20.92
17 13.51 19.99 22.47 23.59 23.19 22.86 20.92
18 13.51 95.86 127.3 141.5 135.7 132.8 107.7
19 13.51 44.23 55.83 61.26 59.15 58.04 48.67
20 13.51 15.02 15.61 15.90 15.88 15.83 15.32
21 13.51 15.69 16.58 16.94 16.79 16.63 16.01
22 13.51 25.75 30.41 32.54 31.64 31.21 27.53
23 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51
24 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51 13.51

China, France, Germany, Japan, Norway, South Korea, and the USA that are
taking part in developing and implementing. With regard to the International
Energy Agency’s Hydrogen Projects Database, approximately 320 green hydrogen
production demonstration projects have been declared globally which have a whole
200 MW electrolyzer capacity. However, some technical challenges have been seen
and should be eliminated or reduced significantly to improve as much as possible
the full and large-scale integration of HSS technology in various power grids. These
challenges and obstacles are efficiency, durability, and investment costs.

The hydrogen’s long-term potential and a development roadmap predicted that
18% of global final energy demand could be supplied by hydrogen energy sources
until 2050. Decarbonizing transportation is the first realization of HSS that indicates
the fuel cell PEVs, high-utilization road vehicles (trucks, buses), ferry boats, and
forklifts. The other applications contribute to decarbonizing rail transport, shipping,
and aviation in the longer term. In the short term, the injection of hydrogen energy
into the natural gas network provides a potential revenue to improve the power-to-
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Fig. 11.13 Comparison of Avg.LMPs in Case 1 and Case 2

Table 11.5 Various costs of the proposed system in Case 1 and Case 2

Cases
Total
scheduling cost Energy cost Reserve cost

Load shedding
cost

Wind curtailment
cost

Costs($)
Case 1 73184.201 67833.98 2678.17 1533.870 333.380
Case 2 71463.84 66900.41 2521.09 1503.530 217.859

hydrogen’s (P2H) economics however that keeps the promise of storing a major
amount of RESs in the long term which decarbonizes demand for natural gas.
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